pod
A desk top unit designed to provide an
aesthetically pleasing yet practical solution for
desk top power & data connections. Particularly
suited for hot-desking situations or simply to
provide personal desk top power for the general
office.
Used in conjunction with underdesk units the OE
Elsafe POD provides a total solution for power
and data connectivity at the workstation.
Based on an aluminium extrusion in lengths of up
to 4 metres, POD may be used to accommodate
mains sockets, data and other connectors as a
comprehensive desk top unit to the customers
exact specification.
POD may also be configured as a screen or tool
rail hung unit with brackets available to suit most
types of installation.
Standard colours - Silver anodised body - black
or grey fascias and end caps. Other colours
available on request – may be subject to minimum
order quantity .
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pod TECHNICAL
Common Modular Components*

25W TUF-R
USB Charger

Australian/
New Zealand

Twin Data

*see website for more

Twin USB
Data
Transfer

Features

VGA

RCA

Master/Slave

Increased flexibility - All PODs are supplied with
cables exiting the rear. However, side exit facility is
available on all units through a snap-out end-cap.
Side exit choice can be taken on site and does not
require disassembly of POD

Common QIKFIT Components*

QF25 2 x GPO

QF45 4 x GPO

Security:
ANTI-FLEX system: Unique full length locking system
guarantees unit integrity regardless of length
Testing:
100% testing - continuity, polarity, insulation & earth

QF35 2 x GPO / 1 x 2.3A TUF

Blank

AUNZ
Data
Cut-out

Keystone CAT6/CAT6a
Data
RJ45 Outlet
Cut-out

VGA

AUDIO

2 x RCA

3 x RCA

QF5 Tiles to provide Data and AV solutions

POD 45/...

143

249

POD 65/...

Soft Fixing
POD is designed to allow brackets to be changed
on-site. Unless stated otherwise, POD can simply be
moved (using the same bracket) or attached to
another feature on the desk simply by changing
the bracket.

354

Fixings
CB

Vertical Desktop Bracket 18 - 35mm

TRB

Tool rail fixing*

SLAT

Slatwall fixing

DIN

DIN Rail fixing+

FBT

Stick down fixing

Soft Wiring (power)
Power hardwired to Wieland GST connector allows
starter cables to be changed to suit requirements,
especially useful during moves and changes
(CHURN)
Soft Wired Data / AV
As well as soft-wired power, POD can be supplied
with pre-fabricated (100% end-of-line tested)
fly-leads for data (CAT5e, CAT6, CAT7) and AV
connections thereby providing a complete ‘plugand-play’ soft wiring solution. If necessary, branded
data can be accommodated to retain full channel
warranties, please call OE Elsafe for advice (see
our Soft Wiring Data Brochure)

Standard Unit Lengths
POD 25/...

Configuration:
Power only / Data only / Combined (Power &
Data/AV)
Internal segregation between Power and Data/AV
in combined POD units

POD is designed and intended for commercial use.

*Please call to confirm screen/toolrail compatibility
+DIN Rail fixing must be specified when ordered
Data fascias allow data cabling to
pass straight through POD, ensuring
the integrity of cables which have a
minimum bend radii (CAT5e, CAT6,
etc)

TRB - Tool Rail Bracket

CB - Vertical Desktop Bracket
Brackets are available for desk
thickness’s between 18mm and
35mm

POD does not require any
Bracket for ‘SLATWALL’

Standard tool-rail bracket
fits most tool-rails.
Please call for confirmation

SLAT - Slatwall Fixing
DESK

DESK

DIN Rail Fixing

DIN-Rail fixing can
be used for desktop, underdesk, or
screen mounting

Custom brackets available on application
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